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Drawing: Drawing: Machine/ Engineering/ TechnicalMachine/ Engineering/ Technical

Drawing is a universal language. It Drawing is a universal language. It 
communicates information faster and communicates information faster and 
more clearly than the spoken words.more clearly than the spoken words.
Industrial drawing allows viewers to Industrial drawing allows viewers to 
imagine a building or machine before it is imagine a building or machine before it is 
built.built.
During Industrial Revolutions many men During Industrial Revolutions many men 
were trained strictly as draftsmen. Some were trained strictly as draftsmen. Some 
had engineering or production skills, but had engineering or production skills, but 
many more were copyists. many more were copyists. 



Advantages of CAD over Advantages of CAD over 
manual drawing manual drawing 

Difference between a business report written Difference between a business report written 
using Typewriter and Computer? using Typewriter and Computer? 
–– If Boss needs some changes?  If Boss needs some changes?  
–– If paper and printing is costly?If paper and printing is costly?
–– If there is a bit of change in two If there is a bit of change in two 

reports? reports? 
–– If a neat report is demanded?If a neat report is demanded?
–– If standards* are defined? If standards* are defined? 

*ANSI Y14 American National Standard Drafting Manual



22--D versus 3D versus 3--D drawingsD drawings
22--D:D: A concept of displaying A concept of displaying 
realreal--world objects on a flat world objects on a flat 
surface showing only height surface showing only height 
and width. This system uses and width. This system uses 
only the X and Y axes.only the X and Y axes.

33--D:D: A way of displaying A way of displaying 
realreal--world object in a more world object in a more 
natural way by adding depth natural way by adding depth 
to the height and width. This to the height and width. This 
system uses the X Y and Z system uses the X Y and Z 
axes.axes.



22--D versus 3D versus 3--D drawingsD drawings……..contcont



A pictorial drawing or A pictorial drawing or 
photograph shows an object photograph shows an object 
as it appears to the observer, as it appears to the observer, 
but not as it is. Such a but not as it is. Such a 
picture cannot describe the picture cannot describe the 
object fully, no matter from object fully, no matter from 
which direction it is viewed, which direction it is viewed, 
because it does not show the because it does not show the 
exact shapes and sizes of the exact shapes and sizes of the 
several parts.several parts.



22--D versus 3D versus 3--D drawingsD drawings……..contcont



22--D versus 3D versus 3--D drawingsD drawings……..contcont

Parallel Projections





Necessary views Necessary views 
are those that are those that 
show best the show best the 
essential contours essential contours 
or shapes and or shapes and 
have minimum have minimum 
number of hidden number of hidden 
lines.  lines.  

NOTE: Back, right side and 
bottom views can be deleted. 



Why 3Why 3--D drawings ?D drawings ?
Exploration of new design ideas becomes easier.Exploration of new design ideas becomes easier.

Improvement in product design cycle: Improvement in product design cycle: 
–– Virtual assembly:Virtual assembly:

Very large assemblies containing thousands of parts.Very large assemblies containing thousands of parts.
Two way Two way associativityassociativity
Detection of interferenceDetection of interference

–– Virtual Manufacturing:Virtual Manufacturing:
–– Fastest way to create a 2Fastest way to create a 2--D drawing.D drawing.

–– Better communication with nonBetter communication with non--engineers, engineers, 
sales and marketing personnel, productionsales and marketing personnel, production--line line 
staff, vendors, partners, and clients. staff, vendors, partners, and clients. 

–– Static and dynamic analyses of assemblies.Static and dynamic analyses of assemblies.





Overview of Pro/EngineerOverview of Pro/Engineer
Pro/ENGINEER is a computer graphics system for Pro/ENGINEER is a computer graphics system for 

modeling various mechanical designs & for performing modeling various mechanical designs & for performing 
related design and manufacturing operations.related design and manufacturing operations.

The system uses a 3D solid modeling system as the The system uses a 3D solid modeling system as the 
core, and applies the featurecore, and applies the feature--based, parametric based, parametric 
modeling method. modeling method. 

Pro/ENGINEER Conventional CAD Systems

Parametric Model Fixed-dimension Model

Feature-based Modeling Primitive-based Modeling



Overview of Pro/EOverview of Pro/E……Screen LayoutScreen Layout

––Working window Working window Only one window Only one window 
as current or active window. as current or active window. 

Message window: Text window. Display one line information statemMessage window: Text window. Display one line information statement ent 
about highlighted menuabout highlighted menu--item.item.



Overview of Pro/EOverview of Pro/E…….Menus.Menus
Each Pro/ENGINEER object opens in a Each Pro/ENGINEER object opens in a ““Graphics windowGraphics window””..
The menu bar, which is part of the Pro/ENGINEER main The menu bar, which is part of the Pro/ENGINEER main 
window, contains menus with options for creating, saving, and window, contains menus with options for creating, saving, and 
modifying models.modifying models.

–– File menuFile menu——Provides options for opening, creating, saving, renaming, Provides options for opening, creating, saving, renaming, 
printing, importing, and exporting files. printing, importing, and exporting files. 

–– Edit menuEdit menu——Provides options for editing features, including modifying, Provides options for editing features, including modifying, 
redefining, rerouting, suppressing, resuming, editing patterns, redefining, rerouting, suppressing, resuming, editing patterns, and deleting and deleting 
a feature.a feature.

–– View menuView menu——Options for controlling display of the model and display Options for controlling display of the model and display 
performance.performance.

–– Insert menuInsert menu——Options for creating datum features (i.e. points, axes, and Options for creating datum features (i.e. points, axes, and 
planes) and features, such as: holes, chamfers, cuts, etc.planes) and features, such as: holes, chamfers, cuts, etc.



Overview of Pro/EOverview of Pro/E…….Files.Files
Working DirectoryWorking Directory
–– File menu> File menu> ““Working DirectoryWorking Directory””

Select directory where part /assembly/ drawing file Select directory where part /assembly/ drawing file 
will be saved.will be saved.

New FileNew File
–– SketchSketch: : 

This 2This 2--D Section mode can be accessed directly from D Section mode can be accessed directly from 
the MODE menu or from the Part and Assembly the MODE menu or from the Part and Assembly 
modes. modes. ………… S2dxxx.S2dxxx.secsec

–– Part:       Part:       Prtxxx.Prtxxx.prtprt
–– Assembly:  Assembly:  Asmxxx.Asmxxx.asmasm
–– Drawing:    Drawing:    Drawxxx.Drawxxx.drwdrw





Overview of Pro/EOverview of Pro/E……..Model InformationModel Information

Obtaining a Feature ListObtaining a Feature List
–– Info > Feature ListInfo > Feature List

Getting Information about a Specific FeatureGetting Information about a Specific Feature

–– Info > FeatureInfo > Feature. . 

Parent/Child Relations Parent/Child Relations 
–– Info > Parent/ChildInfo > Parent/Child ((Parents/Parents/Children Children > > 

Highlight)Highlight)

Model InformationModel Information

Info > ModelInfo > Model

Datum plane

Datum coordinate system

Datum axis

Reference geometries



Reference Geometry Reference Geometry 

Ex 1: Ex 1: 
–– Create a datum Create a datum 

plane at 15 degree plane at 15 degree 
angle with front angle with front 
plane and passing plane and passing 
through intersection through intersection 
of all three planes. of all three planes. 

–– Rename plane as Rename plane as 
““Sketch_PlaneSketch_Plane””



Reference Geometry Reference Geometry 

Ex2:Ex2:
–– Create a series of Create a series of 

datum points having datum points having 
dimensions: (0,10,0), dimensions: (0,10,0), 
((--5, 20,0), (5, 20,0), (--15,25,0), 15,25,0), 
((--45,30, 0), (45,30, 0), (--50, 35, 50, 35, --
5), (5), (--52, 40, 52, 40, --10), (10), (--
52, 47, 52, 47, --30), (30), (--52, 52, 
47.75, 47.75, --45).45).

–– Create a smooth Create a smooth 
datum curve through datum curve through 
all points.all points.



33--D Modeling of Simple PartD Modeling of Simple Part
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Datum features Parent child relation

Geometric features



Ex: Draw a hexagonal nut with Ex: Draw a hexagonal nut with 
each side 15 mm and depth 15 mmeach side 15 mm and depth 15 mm



In hexagon each side is equal to the radius In hexagon each side is equal to the radius 
of circumscribed circle. Therefore in present of circumscribed circle. Therefore in present 

exercise we will learn:  exercise we will learn:  
How to draw a circle?How to draw a circle?
How to draw centerlines?How to draw centerlines?
How to draw solid lines?How to draw solid lines?
How to trim arcs? How to trim arcs? 
How to make solid/hollow nut?How to make solid/hollow nut?
How to create chamfer?How to create chamfer?

Problem: Draw a hexagonal nut of 15mm side. Problem: Draw a hexagonal nut of 15mm side. 



Step 1: Select working dir. Step 1: Select working dir. 



Step 2: File > New > Step 2: File > New > 
part > Nutpart > Nut



Step 3Step 3
EXTRUDE: Command raises the shape of a 2D outline into a 
3D solid. For example, a circle would be extruded into a 
cylinder.
This feature requires a 2-D cross-section, so “Sketcher”.



Step 4: Drawing circle and Step 4: Drawing circle and 
centerlinescenterlines





Completing sketch Completing sketch 



Define depth = 15 mm Define depth = 15 mm 





Alternative Method: using Alternative Method: using 
centerlines at 60 degree anglescenterlines at 60 degree angles

Dimensioning …. 





Create 6 chamfer featuresCreate 6 chamfer features





Exercise I



Exercise II

1
5
0



Exercise IIIExercise III



Part ModelingPart Modeling
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Different Blend GeometriesDifferent Blend Geometries



SweepsSweeps



Part Modeling using RevolvePart Modeling using Revolve

Sketch on one side of centerline



Step I.. Choose Plane and Step I.. Choose Plane and 
Revolve toolRevolve tool



Step II: Sketch one side centerline and Step II: Sketch one side centerline and 
geometry given following figuregeometry given following figure

Revolve it by 270 deg.



BLENDSBLENDS
Creation of Geometry between Creation of Geometry between 

two or more sections of varying two or more sections of varying 
size, shape & locationsize, shape & location

• Parallel Blends

• Rotational Blends

•General Blends



Blending CrossBlending Cross--sectionssections









Each section 
needs to have the 
same number of 
entities. 



SweepsSweeps



Step IStep I



Step II.. Sketch trajectoryStep II.. Sketch trajectory



Step IIIStep III



Step IVStep IV



Step VStep V



Exercise 1



Exercise 2



Exercise 3



Exercise 4



Exercise 5



Exercise 6



Assembly (Assembly (fitting parts togetherfitting parts together))
In the present session, we will learn to assemble Pro/E In the present session, we will learn to assemble Pro/E 
parts.parts.
The geometric relation between any two parts has six The geometric relation between any two parts has six 
degrees of freedom:. In order to completely define the degrees of freedom:. In order to completely define the 
position of one part relative to another, we must position of one part relative to another, we must constrainconstrain
3 translational and 3 rotational degrees of freedom. 3 translational and 3 rotational degrees of freedom. 
–– To reduce the degree of freedom of parts To reduce the degree of freedom of parts 

Pro/E uses following constraints:Pro/E uses following constraints:
–– MATEMATE ---- MATE OFFSETMATE OFFSET
–– ALIGNALIGN ---- ALIGN OFFSETALIGN OFFSET
–– ORIENTORIENT ---- INSERTINSERT

NOTE: In Pro/E the order of constraints placement does not matter, 
since they are applied simultaneously. Pro/E provides information 
on fully constrained status. 









Placing 
Components

• Insert >  Component > 
Assemble

Datum plane labels are preceded 
by an “ASM_”. 



In general, three constraints are needed to position one In general, three constraints are needed to position one 
part with respect to the assembly datum. part with respect to the assembly datum. 
Full associatively reflects any changes made on a part Full associatively reflects any changes made on a part 
in all assemblies where that part is used. in all assemblies where that part is used. 











Drawing..Drawing..



Default ViewsDefault Views











Exercise





Exercise 8a:  Base



Exercise 8b: Pulley Support 



Exercise 9a: Bush



Exercise 9b:Washer



Exercise 9c: Axle Rod



Exercise 10: Pulley



Exercise 11Exercise 11



ExerciseExercise



Bracket



Connector



Base Block



Bolt



Fan



EndEnd--SemSem--Paper 2007Paper 2007
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Assembly



Exploded View of Assembly



Bracket _ Assembly



Bushing_Assembly



Castle Nut_Assembly



Hexagonalbolt_Assembly



Pivot_Assembly



Lockingnut_Assembly



U_Support_Assembly



Washer_Assembly




